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Documents referred to and shared at the meeting:
 Guidance on safer working practice (Oct 2015)
 Health, Safety & Wellbeing Policy (DCC V. Oct 16)
 Personal Information Security Policy (DCC V.5 01/15)
 Policy on Safety from Violence & Aggression (DCC V. Jan 18)
 Policy Statement on Accessibility
 Excellence for All spreadsheet
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Signed by Chair

Dated

Initials

Agenda
Number
1 &2

Decision or action

Apologies

None

3.

Declaration of Business and Pecuniary Interests

4.

Minutes of the last meeting held on 17th January ‘18
Minutes were agreed and signed by the Chair.

5.
1
2

Matters Arising
Update, format and file policies - Done
Complete inventory spreadsheet – RS & SV met in halfterm holiday to record PAT tested electrical equipment.
There is a cupboard of miscellaneous electrical items
that needs sorting and anything that is kept will need
recording. Inventory should be complete by Easter. RS
to security mark high value items.
Book H&S Advisor visit – Coming 27th April.
Grant to move canopy? – No longer relevant.
Assessor training for screens – SV to set up staff online
training when settled in new school
Feed back to Babcock – visits – JM did this. School can
be confident in own procedures.
Electrical sockets – Neil P – GB spoke to Neil and a new
set of sockets on central kitchen column now fitted.
Improve yellow lines on site – Not yet done, but RS and
SENCO liaising together. New site will require yellow
lines to support visually impaired children.
Remove 1 screen / week – All done.
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4
5
6
7
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9
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2

Details of discussion

Finance
Letter from Voice Over IP raised the issue that the
school is being asked to sign orders for new school
following DCC procurement etc. No standard T&Cs that
school can apply, but GB has a model which could be
personalised. PC confirmed there is a purchasing system
with sets of controls and Governors can check this at
any time. There has not been any breach of controls, but
time pressures mean there is a potential for the school
to have less control over purchases where DCC is
involved. Moving forward, the school should invite quotes
in advance of contract expiration.
Laser procured by DCC for gas & elec at new site. Water
tariff via a sub-meter at Bidwell Brook (Dartington
Primary is not a registered customer of SWW). Own
connection was requested but rejected by DCC due to
cost during design phase. Bidwell will need to send
formal invoice referencing SWW statement (PC to check
with Marea). New site has gas as primary heating source
and plant room will allow for better monitoring of all
Signed by Chair
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services. AR highlighted that the budget will not
withstand overspending in new site – need to monitor to
see where we’re saving / overspending. Lead Designer at
Atkins confirmed no calculations were done on estimated
running costs, which makes the budget setting process
more difficult. All current heaters on thermostats and
timers and all staff know about this.
JM authorises orders before purchases are made. AR
wants clarification of process when costs are higher
than expected or if regular variable amounts are billed.
PC to include this in his purchasing review.
GB reported that the alleged debt with British Gas has
been dealt with by Sarah Maunder. GB to have
conversations with Gavin Punchard, DCC Procurement re.
alleged British Gas debt. There are unpaid bills from
Laser which were sent to DCC and not forwarded to
school – relatively small.
RS to take meter readings on day we move into new site.
7

3

Excellence for All / GAP
There will be a ‘Babcock review of Governance’ soon –
GAP being reviewed on 2nd March at 12.30pm. Any items
specific to Premises Ctte to be brought back from this.

8

Buildings Update
GB attended Kier progress meeting – virtually finished
internally and landscaping ongoing. Looks lovely.

9

Planning the School Move
GB showed the committee Kier drawings showing their
planned presence around the school site in the Summer
term whilst the temporary site is removed and the
impact on pedestrian access. H&S and Safeguarding has
been properly considered during this phase of work.
Skips will be delivered to site 2 weeks prior to the move
and fenced off so only RS will access them.
The first non-pupil day will be used for packing and
labelling and after that date, there will be no further
access onto the temporary site. The second non-pupil
day is for unpacking, but as storage set-up is different
in the new school this will have to be managed carefully.
AR asked if any new shelving or purchases will be
required from our Capital account? JM confirmed that
this is possible, but the plan is to save these funds for
new screens. A formal Kier hand-over pack has been
created and shared with GB.
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1.
2.

Policy Review
Guidance on safer working practice (Oct 15) – Ratified.
Health, Safety & Wellbeing Policy (DCC V. Oct 16) –
Ratified.
Personal Information Security Policy (DCC V.5 01/15) –
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3.
4.
5.

Ratified.
Policy on Safety from Violence & Aggression (DCC V. Jan
18) – Ratified.
Policy Statement on Accessibility – Updated by SENCO
but will need to be revisited when on new site. SV
highlighted Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans
(PEEPS) in place for children with specific needs, which
will also need reviewing in new site.

Review Accessibility policy
at end of Summer term

SV notified the Committee that her contract ends at
Easter and her H&S role will need to be reassigned – she
is happy to work alongside new staff member to aid the
hand-over and training.
10 & 12

4

Actions, questions & next steps
 Complete inventory lists
 Work with F&P re: Bidwell invoicing
 Review accessibility policy in new school
 Plan the move of our huts, sheds & chalets and the
base pads required at the new site (RS to lead)
AR asked if there have been any H&S incidents that
need reporting to Governors? JM confirmed that there
have been no on-site incidents and anything that occurs
off-site that requires a risk assessment (such as
needing crutches) is acted upon in school.
AR asked if there is a priority list of assets in need of
repair or replacement? The inventory list has enabled
RS and SV to fully itemise assets and a positive impact
of the school move is the ability to get rid of old and
broken items. There are no maintenance liabilities and
we have the advantage of a new build. Kier will provide a
list detailing a regular and planned maintenance schedule
which can be used to support budget planning. Current
fire extinguishers are suitable to move to the new site,
but we will need to purchase new stands for them.

13

Evaluate impact on School Improvement
The whole school environment for learning will be
improved whilst the impact on teaching & learning is
minimised.

14

The next meeting date has been put back one week to
Tuesday 8th May at 1.30pm.
The meeting closed at 3pm
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